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UCF Rugby team squashes competition again - Sports, p. 16
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Central Florida Future
BAT· mobile invades Green for alcohol awareness.
by KATIE JONES
Managing editor
)

,)
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_Linda Marrow, DUI technician for the ·orange County
Sheriff's Office, administers a breathalyzer test to UCF
student Derek Holland in the BAT mobile on the Student
Center Green yesterday.

DUI technician Linda Marrow led 18-year-old UCF student
Derek Holland into the Blood Alcohol Testing van, or BAT mobile, of
Orange County Sheriffs Office.
Holland first blew into the
Intoxilyzer-OSCO' s machine for
testing how drunk a person may be.
Marrow then moved a· pen back and
forth in front of Holland's eyes to
check for involuntary eye movement caused by alcohol.
Holland, who had not been
drinking, stepped out of the BAT
mobile and onto the sidewalk of the
UCF Green to sample more exhibits
and booths at UCF' s Alcohol Awareness Fair, We<Jnesday, Nov. 9.
OSCO' sBATmobile was one
of the main attractions at the fair
because students could experience
what drunk drivers go through when
they ~e pulled over by police. ,
Marrow said there are 5,000
to 6,000 drunk driving arrests every
year in Orange County. · She ex-

plained that when officers pull someone over they suspect has been drinking, they call the BAT mobile to
administer the tests.
Marrow said the drunk driving tests are videotaped so officers
can show the state of the suspect at
the time the tests are administered.
One of Marrow's goals is to
make students aware of the new
legal blood alcohol limits.
"Don't drink and drive because as of last year, the drinking
level has been bro1.1:ght down from a
.10 to a .08 [blood alcohol content]," she said.
Marrow added that when a
suspect fails the drunk driving tests,
their license is automatically taken
away, they spend a mandatory eight
hours in jail and for a .08 breathalizer
mark, the driver's license is suspended for six months.
Many of the booths at the fair
stressed that a designated driver is
the best choice to avoid problems
associated with drinking and driving.
Linda Torres, of the Central

Florida ChapterofMothers Against
Drunk Driving, was giving away
red ribbons for students to tie on
their car to promote alcohol awareness during the holiday season.
"We don't want any UCF students to kir"l themselves or kill or
injure some~ne else while driving
under the influence," she said.
Torres added, "We atMADD
think that if you're 21 or older and
drink, have a blast,justdon't drive."
Michael MacNeil, a peer
bealth educator who coordinated the
fair, said the three-hour fair is part of
a two-month series of alcohol awareness activities.
MacNeil added that Mariott
food services agreed not to serve
alcohol on campus yesterday, as
part of the event. It was the first time
UCF has had an alcohol-free day on
campus.
MacNeil hopes students will
look atthe role alcohol plays in their
life and start their decision-making
process again.
see ALCOHOL, page 4
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Election results reflect

.voters' desire for change
by SCOTI C. HOLBROOK
News editor

As the dust settles from another campaign season, the polls of
Florida and the nation have been
recorded, and the many issues and
debates that have been raging for
months have finally been decided.
The voters have spoken, and the
impact of the ballot reflects a political changing of the guard that will
be felt for years.
When the po1ls closed at 7
p.m. on Tuesday, incumbent Governor Lawton Chiles was locked in

adeadheatwithchallengerJebBush.
It wasn't until 11 p.m. that Bush
finally· conceded defeat and Chiles
claimed victory. In a year when
party change swept the country,
Florida was one of the few states to
maintain Democratic leadership.
Chiles, who has never lost a
statewide election in Florida, won
by the narrow margin of 51 to 49
percent. He likened his political
victory to the recent heavyweight
victory of45-year-old George Foreman over the much youngerMichael
Moorer.
"George gave him [Moorer]

Inteniews \\ith 1irn Allen and Shaq-p.11 and p.14

a left and theri a right," Chiles said at
his victory party . Tuesday night.
"And then it was over." .
One of the outcomes of this
midterm election is that this will be
the first Republican Congress in
Washington in 42 years. With a
Democratic president in office, voters seem to be saying that the time
has come for a political change.
The hotly contested entitle~
ments ofMedicare and Social Security are taking on a new importance
as Washington grapples with balancing the national budget. The
incoming wave ofRepublicans (aces
the formidable challenge of changing existing programs and attitudes
under the -Democratic administration.
''The Republicans have been
saying, 'We can do it better,' and
now the time has come to prove it,"
said Dr. Roger Handberg, UCF professor of political science and prelaw advisor. ''It is easier to oppose
than it is to propose. Proposing
something concrete in Washington is
difficult."
Handberg went on to say that
the new Republican alignment may
not necessarily hurt Clinton's chances
for re-election in 1996. He said that
there are many strong individual personalities in the Republican party, and
that the party needs to organize and

•llli,11
unify in order to maintain dominance
andeffectivenessasthemajorityparty.
In the aftermath of the Florida
election, one of the most controversial
issues decided on was the limited casino amendment, Proposition 8. Voters made it clear that they didn't want
legalized casinos, defeating the measure by nearly a two-to-one margin.
News
Opinion
Classified
Axis
Sports

''I voted against casinos because I didn't think they would be
limited, as the ad campaign suggested,"
said Dianne Roeder, a graduate accounting student ''The tax revenue
would have been helpful, but I think
the gaming industry would have
see POLIS, page 4
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World News

PROFESSIONAL
Illegal immigration measure BODY PIERCING
passed by California vote~
By DION NISSENBAUM
UPI Statehouse Reporter

SACRAMENTO- Frustrated Californians sent a strong signal to Washington Tuesday by approving a divisive and controversial
ballot measure that bars illegal immigrants from receiving many basic government services.
By backing Proposition 187,
voters not only opted to deny illegal
inµnigrants non-emergency health
care, public education and welfare
benefits, they also sent a clear message to the federal government that
more needs to be done to curtail the
influx of undocumented residents
into the United States.
The so-called "Save Our
State" initiative prov~d to be one of
the most contentious issues to hit
the California ballot in years and
was viewed as a bellwether for the
nation. With 70 percent of the precincts reporting, the measure led 60
percent to 40 percent.
Even before the final numbers came in, opponents vowed to
challenge the constitutionality of the
measure and tie up the proposal in
the courts.
Proposition 187 will block an
estimated 1.3 million illegal immigrants in California from receiving
all but emergency medical care,
obtaining welfare and attending
public schools, colleges and universities. It will also require educators,
health care workers and law enforcement officers to report "suspected" undocumented residents to
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
Supporters dissatisfied with
federal efforts to control the nation's
borders said the measure would help
California combat the problem that
costs the state between $1.5 billion
and $2 billion dollars a year.
Critics agreed that illegal immigration was a problem, btit said
punishing children and the sick while
forcing government workers to report such people for deportation was
not the way to handle the issue.
Even with its passage, the
measure is expected to be held up by

one or more lawsuits challenging
the legality of its provisions.
Both sides of the battle agree
that language baning the children
of illegal immigrants from attending K-12 public schools is unconstitutional. But Proposition 187 authors said the initiative ·will be a
vehicle to revisit the issue with a
more conservative U.S. Supreme
Court than the one that decided the
original case.
The measure was opposed by
a di verse mix of civil rights groups,
immigrant defense groups and individualsranging fromPresidentClin· ton to former Republican a<;lrninistration. officials Jack Kemp and
William Bennett. Supporters were
led by Gov. Pete Wilson, who made
curtailing illegal immigration a cornerstoneofhis re-election campagin.
Demonstrators across California and even in Mexico launched ·
protests calling for defeat of the
measure. The "No" on 187 campaign went so far as to state that
racists backed the initiative because
of an indirect link between Alan
Nelson, co-author of the initiative
and a former INS cornmi£sioner,
and a group that had financed research on white supremacy.
Nelson and the "Yes" on 187
campaign dismissed the charges,
accusing opponents of fanning the
flames of intoleran~e and fear by
raising the suggestion.
Wilson defended the measure
during his victory speech in Los
Angeles and said Proposition 187
had been backed by a di verse group
of Californians.
"What they have in common
is an understanding that it is not fair
to short-change the education of our
own children or the health care of
legal residents," Wilson said. "We
do not need lectures from people
from 01,1tside California to tell us
how to deal with illegal irnmigration."
while voters approvedProposition 187, they defeated Proposition 188, a proposal placed on the
ballot by the tobacco industry in an effort to dilute state smoking regulations.

Proposition 188, backed by
Philip Morris and four other tobacco companies, would have created statewide smoking regulations,
but nullified tougher local antismoking laws and pre-empted a
stronger statewide law set to take
effect Jan. 1.
Philip Morris and its backers
spent more than $4 million to promote
the measure as a reasonable way to
balance health, economic and social
concerns. But the prop6sal was opposed by labor, consumer, health and
educational groups who had all worked
to fashion the stronger anti-smoking
law signed this summer by Gov. Wilson.
Also falling to defeat was
Proposition 186, a sweeping proposal to create a Canadian-sty le
universal healthcare system in California. The measure, touted as. the
best hope to keep debate on national
health care alive, fell amid concerns
about its costs and scope.
The measure would have replaced the current private insurance
companies with a system that would
have guaranteed health care for all
state residents. Funding for the system would have come from new
taxes on personal income, business
payrolls and tobacco products.
Insurance and business
groups led the opposition and convinced voters that the $70 billion
- government-run system would not
improve medical care.
Concerns about crime· led to
overwhelming approval ofProposition 184,th~"threestrikesandyou're
out" initiative.
Placed on the ballot by Mike
Reynolds, a Fresno photographer
whose daughter was killed by a parolee, Proposition 184 imposes
longer sentences on repeat felons.
The measure is already law in
California, · having been approved
by the. Legislature and signed by
Gov. Pete Wilson. However, approval of Proposition 184 makes it
more..Qifficult for lawmakers to revise the provisions, which are expected to dramatically increase corrections spending in California over
the next two decades.
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Student Legal Services
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UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal. areas for qualified UCF students.

For inforrnation or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room 210
Monday-··Friday 8am-5pm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association
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Designated drivers save the cost of DUI arrests
ALCOHOL, from page 1

"I hope [students] will
learn more about making responsible decisions because we
are not against drinking, we
just want [students] to know
about the potential dangers associated with the consumption
of alcohol," he said.
Trisha Smith, who works
for State Farm Insurance,
showed a videotape of a student from the University of

Kentucky who was arrested for
driving under the influence of
alcohol. She said his whole
life was affected even though
he didn't kill anyone, because
when he would fill out a job
application, he would have to
write that he had a felony arrest.
She said that State Farm
Insurance encourages people to
chose a designated driver who
will not drink any alcohol and
will be responsible for the lives

of the people that he or she
drives home that night.
If a student feels that he
or she may have a problem
with drinking or have friends
with a drinking problem, they
can see a peer counselor at the
Counseling and Testing Center located on campus. Peer
counselors are available on the
phone or for one-on-one consultations, and the student can
remain completely anonymous.
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Proposition 8
fails at polls
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Think of it as your first assignment. Carve out this coupon and you could be on your
way to a great career in the Culinary Arts. The food service-industry is the nation's
largest retail employer. And our students learn the skills it takes to be a success. In fact
98%* of them get jobs within 60 days of graduation. For more information, fill out the
coupon or call 1,soo,z3z,z433, It's a great start to a great career.
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POLLS, from page 1
eventually spread beyond the initial
limits outlined in Proposition 8."
A coalition of 51 organizations from Las Vegas spent over
$16 million in campaign advertising to press voters in favor of the ·
"" proposed casino amendment. ·
"Idon'tthinkwegotourmessage out soon enough," said Danielle
Sylvester, Central Florida field director for Proposition For Limited
Casinos, Inc. "I don't think we
informed the voters on the actual
limits of Proposition 8 until about
three weeks ago. By then, the public
had already inade up their minds
and decided against it."
Under Proposition 8, Central
Florida would have been limited to
a total of six resort casinos. Voters
rejected a similar proposal $,ix years
ago by a three-to-one margin.
Voters also decided in favor
of Proposition 3, the ban on largenet fishing along the Florida coastline. The issue had been hotly debated because of the number ofjobs
that will be lost in the state's fishing
industry. Sources from both sides ·
of the debate had claimed very different impacts on fishing employment as a result of the measure's
passage.
Save Our Seafood, the group
which opposed the ban, projected
that 90 percent of the state's 7,000
fishing jobs would be lost, which
means that several fishing villages
being virtually closed down. However, Save Our Sealife, a coalition
of conservationists, said that the
number of jobs lost and the overall
economic impact will be much
lower.
"Statistical1y, both the Florida
and U.S. Departments of Commerce
have performed studies which indicate that only 450 to 1200 jobs will
be lost as a result of Proposition 3,"
said Ed Garcia, press secretary for
Save Our Sealife. "Any figures
released by Save Our Seafood have
yet to be proven, and are not based
on any published studies."
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· Surf team hangs 10 to ride wave to No. 1
by MIKE NEMETH
Contributing writer

•

•

•
•

•

Night surfing on the beaches
of Costa Rica, perfecting the ultimate surf maneuver and sending a
team to California to compete in the
U.S. championships are all on the
agendaofthisyear'sUCFSurfClub.
The Surf Club includes the
Surf Team, which placed third in
the U.S. championships last year.
Of all the college surfing teams in
the nation, only the teams from the
University of California at Santa
Barbara and Palm Beach Community College outsurfed UCF.
The UCF Surf Team is undefeated this season, having won its
first two competitions. The team
faces six more contests before the
U.S. Championships at Trussels,
California next June. Only the top
three teams in the state qualify for
the nationals, and so far UCF is
ranked No. 1 in Florida.
The team's next contest will
take place at 7:30 a.m. this Sunday
atNewSmyrnaBeach. WayanVota,
club president, said usually about
10 to 15 people show up to root for
the team, and that's only ~hen the
weather is good.
Usually
teammembers' girlfriends and club
surfers who want to replace absent
team members in the competition
are the only fans in attendance, said
Vota.
Teams are comprised of six
male surfers, a female surfer and a
body board surfer. UCF has three
such teams, A, B, and C, which are

assigned by ski11 level. Several teams two separate organizations. Now, a
from Florida colleges com~te in . surf team member is automatically
each contest.
a member of the club, but it doesn't
Surf teams do not practice work both ways. At one point last
like · other UCF sports teams do . year there were about 150clubmemThey cannot practice together or at bers attending meetings, yet only 32
regulated times like the basketball were actual team members.
team for example, because theocean
''Now, the only qualification
is at least an hour away and nature to join the club is to enjoy the beach
dictates when.surfing is possible.
lifestyle," said Vota. "We have
"When nature is good, you people who can barely stand on a
have to go," said Vota. "We'll skip surf board. Although 40 percent of
out on classes and skip out on girl- club members are women, only a
friends to surf."
handful of them actually surf."
Vota said most team memThe social side of the club "is
bers· surf independently or in small an important element to club memgroups at many different .places bers. The club holds two large paralong the Space Coast.
ties per semester, supplied with sev"Everyonehashomebreaks," eral beer kegs and live bands. Sevsaid Vo ta. Home breaks are beaches eral smaller parties. are also held,
that individual surfers are familiar and for Spring Break a trip to Costa
with and are often less crowded than ·Rica is planned.
the main beaches like Daytona and
Kern is instrumental in orgaNew Smyrna.
nizing the club parties. He hosted
All the "breaks," or beach the Halloween party and said it was
accesses, have nicknames familiar the biggest so far this semester.
to surfers.
"Our parties are open," said
For example, "Mark Realty" Kem. "The more the merrier, as
is a break named for an office lo- long as people don't cause fights."
cated across the street from the
Kern said that the Surf Club
beach.
probably has more parties than any
Over the past few years, the . other campus organization, with the
UCF Surf Club has broadened its possible exception of the UCF
scope to include a wider range of Rugby Club. · He observed th&t
-students. Jason Kern, former vice whenever there is a competition, the
president of the club, said that in the social scene usually follows.
past club members often felt obliged .
Brian Copely, another team
to compete on the team.
member, said the move to expand
Toalleviatethissenseofpres- the club to non-surfers who enjoy
sure and to improve the social as- the beach lifestyle was helpful in
pect, the club and the team, which bringing diversity to the club, which
used to be a Single entity·, split into resulted in the club's overall im-

provement. He cited last year's
victory for the Surf Club in the UCF
Homecoming competitions.
However, Copely explained
that last year's club was a little too
big, which loosened its tight-knit
atmosphere. Copely said that he is
glad there are fewer club members
this year.
"I think we made a lot of
improvements this year," · said
Copely. "The club is better a little
smaller. There are certain cliques
that form in the club. Certain
people call each other up to go to
the beach."
Theresa Glover, a member
on Team A, signed up on the Student Center Green earlier this semester. Although Glover has her
own clique of friends in the club that
she surfs with, she w.ould like to see
more non-surf members who want
to learn the sport.
." I'd like to see anyone there
[at the meetings] who is interested,"
said Glover. She added that she is
currently teaching a friend to surf.
Glover, who has been surfing
for a few years, said she feels comfortable as one of the few females in
a male-dominated sport.
"A lot of the girls are out there
to pick up guys," admitted G~over.
She said that being an active member of the club allows her to prove to
her male counterparts that she is a
genuine_loverof the sport of surfing.
Meetings for the UCF Surf
Club are held at the Phun Shack at 8
p.m. on Wednesday nights, and fees
are $10 per semester.
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The UCF Gay Lesbian Bi- .
sexual Studeut Union is sponsoring
a holiday food drive to support with
AIDS and their families. Donations
may be dropped off in the donation
bin that is provided in the Administration Building first floor hall between Financial Aid and the
Registrar's Office through Dec. 13.
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TheFeb. 1995 admfoistration
of the GRE test has been removed as
the first step toward phasing out the
paper and pencil version entirely by
1997, in favor of a new computerized format. Students who wish to
avoid the computerized GRE must
take the exam on Dec. IO if they
· plan to meet winter application deadlines.

The UCFLibrary has begun a
collection of writers' primary source
materials with contributions oforiginal manuscripts by two Central
Florida novelists. UCF faculty member Wyatt L. Wyatt launched the
collection with the donation of his
novels, Catching Fire, and Deep in
the Heart. J. Joaquin Fraxedas, a
local attorney and author, added his
novel, The Lonely Crossing ofJuan
Cabrera. For information on the
collection, contact the UCF Library
at (407) 823-2564.
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America staggers
blindly to the right in
·this year's elections
Well, it's finally over. As the smoke and mirrors slowly
clear, it seems America is in for quite an ... interesting nexttwo
years.
In an unprecedented sweep of both the House ofRepresentati ves and the Senate, Republicans have retaken the majority
of Capitol Hill. It promises to be either a term of unimaginable
gridlock or incredible cooperation. Not many people are too
hopeful as things appear right now. With the amount of
gridlock for the past two years, it seems doubtful anything
constructive will be accomplished anytime soon.
With this kind of scathing response to the Clinton presidency, Bil1 wil1 have a difficult time, to be sure, in 1996.
Clinton's approval ratings have been slowly increasing, as
both inflation and unemployment seem to be in check. With
the promise of two years of Republican/conservative/Chris- .
tian-right control of the Hill, though, Clinton is going to have a
difficult time getting anything accomplished.
Whose fault is it? No one's, really. The public !s just s0 sick
of what has been going on for the past two years that they want a
change. Boy, that doesn't sound familiar, does it? That same
campaign got the last gr~up elected, including Clinton. Until
someone tells the public that things are getting better, things will
probably get worse, since no representativecan trust their constituency to re-elect them in the next election.

-

In other local news, in the most expensive campaign ever,
Proposition 8, which would have allowed a limited number of
casinos, went down in a huge ball of flames. It just goes to show
you that money can't buy votes. Fear buys votes. Fear of crime
and the mob coming here to Florida. Hey, wait a minute, isn't that
how the Republicans got elected this tiine around?
It seems politicians have finally figured out what makes
people get out there and try and change things, blind abject fear....,fear of taxes, crime. liberals, gays, lesbians, women's rights, civil
rights and generally any rights other than their own. Fearmoti vates
voters.
What's going to happen in 1996? ·Who knows.~ the new
Republican congress decides to deadlock the president, don't look
for anything big to happen. The masses will blame Clinton, and
there will be a Republican president for the next 12 years. Then, .
the cycle will start all over again.
Meanwhile, for the rest ofthe uneducated population, life goes
on day by day. Not much will change, really. Gas prices will be a
few cents higher; milk will be a little more expensive. For those
whodidn 't vote, maybe now you see how one vote can make such
a large difference in local elections.
·
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor

Money is green, we think you're dumb, send
us some money, and we'll print your po-em

Recently, I got a ~ery nice c9m~uter-generated letter
froJ:!l an outfit called The National Library of Poetry.
"Dear Dave," tI:ie letter begins. "Over the past year or
so we have been reviewing the thousands of poems submit- ·
TRIBUNE :MEDIA SERVICES
ted to us, as well as examining the poetic accomplishments
of people whose poetry has been featured in various
anthologies released by other poetry publishers. After an Library of Poetry is there were any special literary criteria
exhaustive examination of this poetic artistry, The N~ involved; she said that only one was the.poem had to be,
tional Library of Poetry has decided to publish a collec- · quote, "20 lines or less."
I was happy to hear that. If there's one thing .I hate, it's
tions of new poems written by THE BEST POETS we have
encountered.
a long poem. And if there's another thing I hate, it's a poem
"I am pleased to tell you, Dave, that you have been wherein the poet refuses to tell you what the hell he's
selected to appear in this special edition: Best Poems of talking about. For example, whe_n I was an English major
1995 ... The poem which you will submit for this editio~ in college, we spent weeks trying to get a handle on an
has been accepted for publications sight unseen on the extremely dense poem called "The Waste Lano" by T.S.
Eliot, only to conclude, after an endless droning hours of
basis of your previous poetic accomplishments."
You talk about feeling honored. It's not every day that classroom discussion, that the poem was expressing angst
a person who does not, technically, wi-ite poetry is selected about the modern era. I felt like calling Eliot up and saying,
as one of the top poets for a year that has not, technically, "Listen, T.S., the next time you want to express angst, just
occurred yet.
EXPRESS it, OK? Just say 'Yo! I'm fe~ling some angst
0 h, I know what some of you are thinking. You're over here!'"
thinking, "Dav·e, you wienerhead, they don't really think
I believe that if some of your former big-name poets
© 1994 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
you're a leading poet. They got your name from some such as Homer and Milton (neither of whom, to my
Offices: 12243 University Blvd. •Orlando, FL 32817
qiailing iist, and they'll publish any drivel you send in, knowledge, was invited to be in Best Poems of 1995) had
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
because what they REALLY want to do is throw a book observed Th~ National Library of Poetry's 20-line limit,
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer together and then sell it to a bunch of. pathetic loser their careers would be in a lot better shape today.
Anyway, I wrote a poem for Best Poems of 1995. I call
Managing Editor
Katie Jones wannabe 'poets' for some absurdly inflated price like
$50."
''Love." Here it is:
it
simply,
Sports Editor
· Jason Swancey
Well
that
just
shows
how
much
YOU
know.
Because
it
"O
love
is a feeling that makes a person strive
Entertainment Editor
· Sean Perry
turns
out
that
Best
Poems
of
1995
is
now
available
at
a
"To
crank
out one of the Best_Poems of 1995;
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner
special
pre-publication
discount
price
of
just
$49.95.
But
"Love
is
what
made Lassie the farm dog run back to the
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
to
what
you
get:
You
get
"a
superb
collection
of
over
listen
farmhouse
to
alert
little Timmy's farm family whenever
Copy Editor
Richard Agster
3,000
poems
on
every
topic,"
as
well
as
"an
heirloom
little
Timmy
fell
into
a dangerous farm pit;
News Editor
Scott C. Holbrook
publication"
with
"imported
French
marbleized
quality
"Love
is
a
feeling
that will not go away, like a fungus
Production Manager
Russ Welch
covers."
in your armpi~;
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew
I called the number listed on The National Library of
· "So the bottom line is that there will always be lovers
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean Devaney, Brynner Yee,
Poetry letterhead; a pleasant-sounding woman answered,
"Wishing to express their love in an heirloom quality
Mike Nemeth, Alycia Severson
and I asked her which specific poetic accomplishments of book with imported French marbleized covers;
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
mine the judges had reviewed before selecting me as one
"Which, at $49.95 a pop multiplied by 3,000 poets
"Works out to be a gross literary revenue of roughly
Steve Norris of the Best Poets.
Business Manager
"Um," she said, "We don't have that available right $150,000, so it's
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder
"A good bet that whoever thought up the idea of
dvertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett now. All that information is closed in a backup file syspublishing this book
Distribution Manager
Don Bates tem."
"Doesn't care whether this last line rhymes."
I frankly have had very few poetic accomplishments. I
Administrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson
I
sent this poem in to the folks at The National Library
of
thoughtful
once
thought
about
writing
poems
for
a
line
Advertising Sales
Mike Battista, James Dourell,
of
Poetry.
If you think that you, too, have what it takes to
greeting
cards
but
I
finished
only
one,
which
went:
Andrea Vasquez
be one of the Best Poets of 1995, you might want to send
"Thinking of you
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
them a poem of your own; their address is Box 704,
"At this special time
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or
Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor l"(lUSt be typed with a maximum of 300 words
Owings Mills, MD 21117. Tell them Dave sent you.
"And hoping your organ
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to
editing of grammar and for space and become the property of the newspaper, subject
"Removal went fine."
to their publication. The Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper
published twice·weekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer.
And T.S., if you send something in, for God's sake
Of course, I have to produce an entirely new poem for
The Central Florida Future, Inc., is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and
is not officially associated with the University of Central Florida. Single copies for
keep it simple.
students and faculty are free; additional copies may be purchased at the Future Best Poems of 1995. I asked the woman at The National
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office for S. 15 each.

Dave Barry
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Uberals and the buth lack common ground
I recently read a refreshing article on a topic that I care
very much about, but I have seen abused all too often-THE
1RUTH. I liked this article very much because it fits my
personal motto that the worst person you can fool is yourself.
The article was written by Dale Berryhill and concerns the
truthfulness of the current popular notions about morality.
Berryhill also has a book on the same topic titled The Liberal
Contradiction. The current state of morality is an idea that I
have thought about before but could not define and formalize
just the way he does.
The argument goes something like this. In liberal ideology, the principles for human behavior are set by the individual and are based on the concept of tolerance and freedom
of the person to choose his own morality. Absolute right an
wrong do not exist, so you cannot judge other people and tell
them they are wrong in having an abortion or wrong in
practicing sodomy. What's wrong for you is not necessarily
wrong for someone else.
The contradiction in this thinking is that tolerance and
freedom of the individual are held to be completely true and
correct. This becomes the guiding _principle in place of
religious or traditional values. These liberal principles are
simply substituted for the moral codes that they have dis:placed.
I'veseenthfamanytimes,specificallyinFuture columinist
Dan Griffin's most recent piece on the American Family
Association's protest of Blockbuster video. In it he says,
"... we do not have a right to tell other people what they can or
cannot watch (or read or say), no matter how distasteful we
may find it." Who js he to tell the AFA what they can or cannot
protest?
This reminds me of a question that was posed by one ofmy
math teachers concerning absolute truth. ''Does absolute truth

RobertVoor

Letter to the editor
Enoug~

is enough

As someone with five UCF Parking stickers on the back of
my Chevy, I feel it is about time for me to get off my butt and speak
outagainsttheathleticfeeincrease.Lastweeklwasmildlyarnazed
exist, and if so, is it knowable by man?" While the liberal to read that the athletic department had found yet another reason
ideologue would say no to either or both of these questions, I to pick the pockets of UCF students. I refer to the athletic
finnly say yes to both. The contradiction mentioned above is department as a pick pocket because if it weren't for The Central
apparent here if you ask ''Is rape always wrong?" or ''Is racism Florida Future, very few students would realize they had been
always wrong?" To these I also firmly say yes, While a liberal is robbed.
Many students don't know it, but until four years ago our fee
caught between a rock and a hard place. If he says yes to those
invoices
were itemized. The tuition, health fees, athletic fees, etc.
qu~tions, then he has uncovered an absolute standard of moral
behavior. If he says no to either question, then he is obviously' not were printed on the fee invoice. Suddenly one semester our fee
invoices showed only the total that we would owe with the
concerned with the freedom of women or minorities.
explanation
that the old invoices were too complicated. This is
This also brings up another interesting topic. According to the
bull!
The
old
invoices were simple. What they are doing is making
liberal who says, ''Your morality is no better than mine;'' people
it
more
difficult
for you to know what you are paying for.
cannot force their beliefs upon anyone else. I wonder what he
Many
students
a_tJ.JCFmust work hard to get by and don't have
would say to a cannibal in Africa who is boiling his friend for
the
time
or
the
inclination
to show their rah-rah spirit at the Citrus
dinner? Ifhe says, "You are murdering my friend!" the cannibal
Bowl.
Yet,
they
are
expect~ to subsidize Biff and Muffy to the
could respond, "You do not have a righf to tell me what I can or
tune of around $100 per semester. IfBiff and Muffy want to spend
cannot eat, no matter how distasteful you may find it."
My point is that it is possible to tell people that they are theirSaturdayaftemoonwatchingabunchofbookbagthieves(the
doing something wrong. Liberals do it all the time, but football team), then Biff and Muffy should pay for it just like the
America is at a crossroads in the morality department. Should gator idiots up at UP.
Another amazing discovery was that the 12-hour ceiling had
we maintain traditional family values or adopt the absolute
been
removed. Only a football coach or a cleat-licking university
rights and wrongs of the liberal agenda? Don't be fooled by
president
could see the logic in a student taking 18 hours paying a
liberal claims of openness and acceptance of everyone. There
higher
athletic
fee than a student taking 12 hours.
are absolute standards in their agenda, and these standards are
Title
IX
should
be complied with, but they don't have to jack
collectively known as political correctness. The moment you
up
the
athletic
fee
to
do it.
·
question any of this liberal dogma you will be branded an.
Darrin
W.
Brunk
intolerant bigot. Tqe only question I have is "Where did they
Aerospace Engineeiing
come 'up with this stuff?"

FUTURE: COLUMNIST

For the next feW weeks, we wilf be debuting cOllege artists, looking
for ·someone to fill .our cartoon void. Tell us which strip you like
. better. Send your comments to The Central Florida Future, 1.2243
University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817 or fax it to 823-9495.
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Telecommunications - Most profit- PC Installations & Upgrades
able business ofthe 90's. UCF Alumni Call Eric 380-1279
seeks self motivated and money 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
motivated students. We offer busiWESLEY FOUNDATION
N/S F Roommate: to share 3/2 house
nesses and residents50% off on long Save 50% on your long distance phone
United Methodist Campus
on Econ Trail. Master suite, garage. Part-timejobovertheHolidays. Vet- distance. For more information call calls while maintaining fiber optics qualMinistry
Mustbeclean, responsible.$420/mo+ erinarian Clinic. 366-7323
365-3656
ity. Call 365-3656
Student Center Room 206, 823- deposit, includes util. Call Brad at 6795335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 6245
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
MATH SUCKS! Flying is cool. People
NEED XTRA $ASH for Xmas? Why
Group, 5:00 PM. Weekly Bible
who fly are cool. W~na be cool??We
rtotworkforDave. Wendy'slocated in
Study opportunities
will show you how. Call 382-2000
the Waucamaw Plaza on 436 is hiring
and much more!
day help. Please apply in person, M- Nikon FM2 camera with lens $200.
Steve Binkley, Director
Sherwood Forest: 3bd/2ba villa, 1/4 ~T_h_u_rs_,_be_tw_e_e_n_3-_5_P_M_ _ _ _- - i 826-8238 IDA
Call 823-5335 for more informamfrom UCF, W/D, mircowave, verticles. Flexible/Part-Time: Make your own .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ti on.
$650/mo+dep.
Res. nowforJan407- hours!! The Princeton Review seeks FOR SALE BY OWNER
All Welcome!
773-0102 leave message
highly motivated students to market Rio Pinar Executive Home across the

CLUB INTO

,

ROOM!tMlES

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 10075 Olath~ KS
66051
'J.--------------i

~-----------~-----------~~dprom~TPRwit~nthe ~iw~ stre~from G~Coorsa.~alk~ KCQ~~~p~g~EOITT&6n5

15
4th Annual AIAA Road Rally
Studio Apt.
~inut~s from UCF. sity community, as our campus rep- club ...Adress 1013 Ensenada Dr. 3 / 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f
Saturday, Nov. 12, 9:00 am. Meet at ~nd floor, comer, kit., din., Iv rm. New resentative. Please call Alissa, ASAP home, solarium, 2 car port, large yard
WORDMASTERS
Lake Claire fo~ late ~egistration and ~:~. ~~~e~s~~~· pool. ASAP/ 1-a_t_64_7_-_60_1_o_(_le_av_e_m_s_g._)_ _ __, (15,000Sq. Ft.) ...$800/mo. with option
Typing and Resume Service
race start. Pnzes will be awarded.
to buy. 2-3 years ... need $2000 deSince 1986 for all your student
Enterprising Men & Women with posit.Call(407)366-2682orFax(407)
Enjoy BBQ while results are tabulated.
needs. IBM and laser equip. SameEntry limited to 25 cars. For more info,
U.S. and international connections 380-2916 .
day service avail. We've moved. Call
657-4929
sought to expand fast growing Wor1d
for info. 277-9600
Marketing business . CALL 679-6532
Attention People Persons
for
interview week of Nov: 13 - 18
!
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i You are needed for an expanding
A + Typing & Word Processing
-Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student localoffice,fabulouspay possibilities, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1I
Laser print. Professional results! ·
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. PT/FT. Call for appt. 644-2060
Same day turn-around available!
All Welcome!
Travel Abroad and Work
Need a good, reliable car?
to UCF! Call 366-7123.
Close
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ma~up~$2~00-~,000~Q C~a~llowciassm~e.Many

HflP WANlE.D
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Volunteers Needed For Important
National Research Study
Future HealthCare Research Center is looking for asthma sufferers,
age 16 or older, to participate in a research study of an asthma
medication in its final stages of development.
Conducted on behalf of a major pharmaceutical company, this study
provides qualified participants with medical care related to the study
free of charge.
Top medical professionals from Future HealthCare also provide
qualified participants with important information regarding asthma
and payment of up to $200 for time and travel.
Call today to ,sec if you quoilify.

Future HealthCare

teaching basic conversational English models to choose from. Call Ric a t 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
(407) 342-6137
teaching background or Asian l a n · 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i STUDENT SPECIAL-Term papers
guages required. For information call:
or reports, double spaced, 1" mar(206) 632-1146 ext. J54181
1989ToyotaTercel,2door,A/~,A~/ gins. $1.75@ pageor$1.50@ page
FM, Cassette Player, very well main- forover20pgs. Red Bug Area. Laura1 - - - - - - - - - - - - • t a i n e d . Asking $3300. Call 834-3030 696-2611
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+/month working on
Cruise . Ships or Land-Tour compaDesktop Publishing by Claire
nies. Wor1dtravel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Very professional, very quick, very
Caribbean, etc.) Seasonal and Fullreasonable.
ACCOUNTING TUTOR .,
Time employment available. No expetoday
Waterford Lakes area.
Call
rience necessary. For more informa- CPA/Former College Instr." Call
380-2162
Loretta at 256-1140
tion call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C54181

OTHER.

(407) 331-0099

RUIARCfl CENTERS

ORlANDO
393 Whooping Loop
Altamonte Springs

)Srtng amanatre

-e jfor ~r iRolidays.

LSURFWEAR

rrom

•Qu.l~ll~e•

•B.lllabon9
•O"Ne.lll
•llu~fy

f

•?- D R & T L Sch1chte

21.re you looking for athoughtful and unique
gift this holiday season? Adopt amanatee for
someone you love and help ensure the survival of this endangered species. "Parents"
will receive an adoption certificate, a photo
and biography of their manatee, and the Save
the Manatee@ Club Newsletter. Your contribution will go toward public awareness,
education, research and lobbying efforts to·
protect manatees and their habitat.

Save the Manatee@ Club
500 N. Maitland Ave • Maitland, FL 32751
orcall

1-800-432-JOIN
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on the inside
11•The ''Tool Guy'' takes to the
sky on Christmas Eve, an exclu, sive interview
13• The Rev. preaches his rockin'
gospel at the club, in this week's
calendar
14• Rappin' with the big.kid on
making things happen
16• "ComeAsYouAre", Cobain's
last trip to the shelves
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Just a thought
by SEAN PERRY
ThankthegoodLordlhaven't
allocated myself a generous amount
of space this issue. Here's a bit of
wisdom for those that are crafty and
tend to ramble when offered the
opportunity.
"One speaks when he is not at
peace with his .thoughts."
Well, the writer just writes
when thoughts present a disarray
and just don't seem to come together. Last weekt was at odds with

the fact that our keen little clique
may be on the verge of dissipation,
duetothelossofNBAJAMS. Therefore I lashed out at past unsuccessful relationships in this denizen of
the arts.
I apologize to all those that
may have been egotistical enough
to have chosen themselves as the
topic of my rambling.
This issue, however, is laden
with information, interpretations and
i~sights on the popular arts and the
world ofentertainment, so my space is
limited. Therefore, my words are concise and carefully chosen.
I thank all of you that read my
column, for this may be the most
mundane and uninformative section ofthe Axis Entertainment Magazine. Maybe that means that you
give twice as much attention and
consideration to the resident artists
known as. the Axis staff.
Thank you and please come
again.

Editor: Music Editor:
Film Editor:
Theatre Editor:
Staff Writers:

DerekKrause ·
Richard Agster
DJ Swanee Z,
Kenneth Loo, Michael White, Nora Osario,
Corbett Trubey, Damon Dykes, TrishMontgomery, Nicole Grappo, Tom DiPaolo
Photographers: Armando Solares, Jeff
Hunt
Cover Photo: Mike DeHoog (back), Elec_:
tronic Arts (Fore round)

CONGRATULATIONS

·GRADS .

WE HAVE EVERYTIDNG
YOU NEED TO CELEBRATE
YOUR SPECIAL DAY

I- .

•Graduation Anno_uncements
I\ •

,·

• High Speed Copies

'""':"""",,_~..:..,•

• Passport Photos
-•Name Cards

282-050·5

•Printing
·Binding

Located
across from U.C.F, in
.
the U C6 Shopping Center
.

We Deliver!
$5 Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

12140 Collegiate Way
Orlando, FL 32817

(407) 382-5555
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St. Ric
A tall witA Home Improvements Tim Alltn
on Ais first feah1re film, Tile Santa Got/St'
by DEREK.KRAUSE

knew he could trust him. "He has a We did it 50 times, and every
"There hasn't been a good eters of physics, you can go outfilm background. He made Home single time it put John on the science fiction film since Alien," side that and get realistic."
Improvement wonderful because floor."
said Allen. "I have three in mind.
Allen's jokes were plentiJolly, plump and red - a far he added so much style to it. He
Not only has Allen made a I'm close,' but I'm learning how ful, and he let it be known that
cry from his usual role as TV's knows relationships, and ifl'm go- transition from television to film,
difficult it is. From this movie, Santa won't be making a comehandyman Tim Taylor; Tim Allen ing to do my first fiJm, I want him to but he has also made a lransition I've learned how much exposition back. "WhatdoyoudoafterSanta?
' crossed over to film and took over as be a part of it. He knows how to get to non-fiction literature. His auto- is in my script."
The Easter Bunny? Get me back
Christmas' big guy. Withahitsitcom good performances." Allen added biography, Don 't Stand Too Close
That tiny phenomena, Star in that fat suit? I'd hate to say,
sitting in his lap, it was inevitable that Pasquin "is the best situation to a Naked Man, is currently a Trek, however, did not influence they..don't have enough money."
that Allen would make the iransi- comedy director iii
Originally a stand-up comic,
tion from television to film. He did L.A."
Ailen considers himself a comeso by starring in his first motion
Allen found the
dian ra1her th.sin an actor and said
, picture, The Santa Clause, portray- nuances of film comhe is just lucky to be where he is.
ing Scott Calvin, a single father pared to television very
"Acting is a ,great Faft if that is
turned Father Christmas.
· interesting, and he said
your craft. I know how pissed I
In a spll;:;y, personable round that working with
was when" comics would come
table discussion, Allen spoke anx- Pasquin was the easy
into the comedian business after
iously about The Santa Clause, tele- part·. The difficulty, he
one year and become very sucvision and his love for science fie- said, was how little he
cessful, so I have that same sensition.
did on the set in a day.
bility for actors that have been irt
. Frustrated at the many offers "Film is so much more
Los Angeles hacking away all their
he received for his debut film, Allen , subtle than TV; the prolives, and there's ~ome idiot from
says, "Hollywood can't be as good cess is SO long. YOU do
The Comedy Store coming in their
as Hollywood is." He said he got the one little page. You do
·business and becomes a big TV
same type of story line pitched at nine different versions
star. Acting, to me as a comic, js
him four times and "the stuff they of the same line over
just very good lying."
came up with was just shit."
and over and go back to
TheSantaClausrole, aside from
''I'matastudiogettingpitched your trailer and wait,"
being plastered with make-up e'{ery• stuff, and there's 15 people in the Allen said, snoring.
day, wasn't too much of a stretch for
room, and it's like movies are just a
Although Allen
Allen. ''What would be hard for me is
premise," explains Allen. "They're said making the movie
to play a gay guy or a gangster or play
talking to a comedian, and I get was hard, he added that
a villain," said Allen. "Something that
[Allen pounds his fist to the table], it was also fun because
has no humor, no part of me whatso'OK. .. two guys, one white, one he had time to play with
ever. That would be difficult - to
black, both· cops, go down to the his computer while he
sustain it. This guy [Calvin], he's difpacific islands, see a girl, they can't was waiting in the
ferent from Tim Taylor. He's a prick,
decide who's going to get her, they trailer - something he
a little matter, and he's got some probcome back, they'restill friends, who never had time to do on
lems - a little veering, but it wasn't
gets the girl?' I'm just not interested the Home Improvement ·
that difficult to play him."
in that."
set. With television, heHowever, one role Allen said
said, "you stand there
he wouldn't mind playing is a torall day. There [are] no
rent love scene. He said his wife
.
photo/WALT DISNEY
breaks. It takes two
once asked him about it, and he
Allen stars as Scott Calvin, a reluctant Santa with a Clause.
weeks."
replied, "I should get in a bubble
Allen said the
best-seller. At one point he con- Allen as much as all of his child- bath with Dana Delany? I'd like
most difficult part of his portrayal of sidered doing a one-act play in- hood dreams.
that, gosh darnit, honey."
Santa Claus involved a grueling stead of the book, because "there
Allen said that he admires
Knowing what he does now
make-up transformation. The trans- are some stories in there that are "the serious science fiction guys, about starring in movies, Allen said,
fonnation involved five hour ses- very funny if they're told." His the guys who write stuff who don't "That would probably be one of the
. sions in which Allen was encased· book, however, isn't the only writ- like Star Trek." He added, "be- most dreadful things in the worldfrom head to toe in prosthetics, in- ing he's been doing. Fascinated cause there's no such thing as to be naked with somebody. No,
cluding a fat suit and a Santa head. with science fiction, Allen said hyper-drive and all that shit. If No, No, put her breast to the left of
''The process was so slow, some- he's been reading and writing sci- you go the speed of light, you're your armpit, there. OK. .. move your
dead. Once you know the param- balls out of the way."
' '
times I forgot I had the head on, fi stories since he was a kid.
Allen decided to play Santa, which was hard because it was so
after all the devastating movie uncomfortable," Allen said. "I had
pitches he heard, he finally liked the to waddle to get around. I had no
script. He said it made him "laugh, penis whatsoever. In no way, shape
cry, and it was Santa." Adding, "We . orfonn didlhaveapenis. Fat guys,
didn't humiliate Santa; we didn't Idon'tknowhowyoudoit.Imean,
try to make a joke of him."
you can't see it, unless you're a big
"I love the transformation. I guy."
love how this guy fights it, like a
The fat suit involved an 85
disease he's got. It's just a i:,eal neat pound belly w~hAllen described
Santa Claus."
- as "the most disgusting thing."
Santa Clause director John
"It was so painful and so
Pasquin had already worked with heavy. It hurt, and the legs that go
Allen for a year and half producing with it were r~ally attractive," he
and directing the early episodes of explained.
Home Improvement. He said it was
Keeping a humorous tone,
easy to go back to work with Allen. Allen described some of his im''It was like going back to provisation on the film. In a scene
high school with my best friend. We in which his character has a bout
both share this stupid sense of hu- of flatulence as he gets out of bed
mor,and wemakeeachotherlaugh," in the morning, Allen said,
Pasquin said.
"Disney didn't want it. No one
Like Allen, Pasquin wasn't wanted it, but I know a fart is
interested in making another Tim going to make kids laugh. I did the
Taylor. He said that they wanted to noise. That's my noise. That'sjust
make a film about a new character, John and I being 9-year-old kids.
nota"cloneof Home Improvement." Every time I did that scene [he
Allen wanted Pasquin to di- yawns and makes the fart sound], Scott Calvin with one of his elves (Paige Tamada), before he puts on over 150 pounds as
rect the movie because he said he we just couldn't stop laughing. the new St. Nick.
Axis film critic

''

I had to
waddle to
get around. I
had no penis
whatsoever!

•
The Edge (839-4331); . The Club (426-0005); Downtown Jazz & Blues (246-1419); Junkyard (678-YARD); Jani Lane's (649-8829)

After a hard 12 years, Ed Rolland, "Shines On"
By Kim Guess

•

Axis writer

band, which he did soon after, thus
fonning Collective Soul. ·
In October of 1993,
Florida radio station WJRR began
playing "Shine" as a test song to

This year's sudden rock
sensation Collective Soul will play
the Brevard County Fair in
Cocoa Friday, Nov. 11, as
part of their headlining tour
with Canadian band Moist.
Collective Soul is
touring behind their instantly
successful album "hints, allegations, and things left unsaid."
The story behind
Collective Soul's recent success is one of a fairy tale
wish come true. Singer Ed
Roland chased a record deal
for 12 years before finally
giving up to pursue a career
in songwriting. Roland created a demo tape in the hopes
that some of his songs would.
be recorded by other artists.
This demo tape
was picked up by Georgia
State University's WRAS
radio station in the Suinmer
Moist will open the show.
of 1993, and the station began evaluate public response. It was the
playing the song "Shine." Little first independently released song
did this college radio station know the station ever played, and the first
of the success this song would soon test song to have such a huge reachieve.
sponse in a ~uch a short amount of
The popularity caused time.
Roland to consider reforming the
The response by the pub-

Receive a pair of passes to hear
the Rev. preach his rock-a-billy
sermon at the Club next Tuesday. Be one of the first five callers
at noon today and take a friend to
see the Rev., compliments ofFigurehead Records and Axis.
Call 823-8192. . .

lie in Florida caught the attention of
the music industry . Atlantic
Records sent their senior Vice President, Jason Flom, to sr.e tie band
perform live. Flom signed Collective Soul to a record deal on
the spot. Roland is still
somewhat in a state of shock.
"Maybe in a year or two, I'll
1
really
have
deal, "'
sit back
anda record
go, 'Whoa,
said Roland in a recent issue
of US Magazine.
Collective Soul is
working on a new album
due out in March. The new • [:::::;::::;:::::::::::::::~;;;
':ffI'GTts~nrnrnrn'.:§ttftU2?lDGWG<nrn:wrnwnn@:;tW~;~(:;@{hifaWb:;~~\HY/I
a,lbum will showcase a more
evolvedCollectiveSoul. 11
of the 13 songs on "Hints..."
were written solely by
Roland as part of his_,_,_,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,

II lliiil1illlill•llllllill111~~11~·

·,,.~,, ·

". , songwriting demo which is
why all the songs sound so • H?r:rnz:r:;:=::::::E:IJ@ttfX:?ttt
different. "Since, we've
ttt:::::::t=::::::=::::::e::::=::: ::=:::J::rr:=::;:::::::m::~::=::?'.:?:,::=:::=:::=:::
been playing Ii ve, we've I rnmm:m:mm±:Fi£Effilffif2T@M@BEfilf:'.Wfflfffllfaijfilf£rnmII&m@R!fM4Jf\
been ~eveloping our sound
more. It will be more of a- ,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.~
band-oriented sound," states
'' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "' ' '' ' ' '
Roland of the new, yet un?ttift::u:t:::D=:::tt=::::tt:=:t:=::::::::=::::rrnt¥tiitn::tKr:tt:)::.f:'::'::l::::::i:'.::_:'1ti::!n::::':::r:;;:::,::::l:i:::::::::::1:i:::,il'ii.I
titled, album..
Cellective Soul is a band
that has finally been recognized
after a long wait. Don't wait to see
an example of how it all began at
theirlive show Nov. 11.
l b:ttfMI@tilliM,~\~Mta:im*Wm!tM:~rrn:wn:mMt
I
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LaserGrunge
The Best In Alternative Music
rriday & Saturday: 9:00 p.m.

AEROSMITH
Friday & Saturday: I 0:00 p.m.

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
Until Robots
rnplacc Humans
... your plasma will
al\wtys he 11ccdccl

..

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

U2
The UnforgeHable
Laser Show
Friday & Saturday: 11 :00 p.m.

PINK ·FLOYD
Dark Side
Of The Moon
Friday & Saturday: Midnight

•

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church SL ( 407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.

COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
Seating is limited and on a
firts·come, first-served basis.
Prices ancl shows subiect to change
without notice.

~\)~~

~~~~\~ 810 E. Rollins Street
0~C.~~
\
Orlando, Florida 32803

~c

407-896·7151
Directions: Take 1·4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking

I
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'DA RenJR.K IS MAKING A BIG ST~
~~I~ SHAQUtLL€ o· N€AL'S NewcST V€NTUR~ exeMruft€s THC

FOR THC
by SEAN PERRY
Axis editor

He's a giant among men,
yet comfortable in front of a Sega
video game console challenging a
friend to a -game of NBA JAMS.
It's hard not to like the character
that Shaquille O'Neal has developed over the last two years as the
spokesperson for Pepsi, Reebok's
top diplomat and the premiere athlete in the world.
His basketball
honors are unprecedented, as are his contributions to the world
of entertainment. With
artists and athletes alike
shying away from the
public eye in order to
maintain their privacy,
the 22-year-old Orlando
Magic center/rapper
seems to have stepped
up and claimed the camera and the generation
as his own.
"Basically, I just
want to have fun, be young, drink
Pepsi!"
Although Shaq has sold his
face to the corporate sponsors, his
personality stays at home.
Wincing as he found his seat
in the locker room following a big
pre-season win over the Eastern
Conference rival New York

~I

IVl ~

ATTITUPcOFANcWGcNCRATION

"Everybodyhastheirownstyle.
beingtheleagueleaderinpointsscored into this world, it doesn't make you a
as he led the Magic to a franchise-high father. The man that clothes him, feeds You haye the Snoop Dogg' s, Mix-A50 victories in his sophomore cam- him aiid brings him up is his father," Lot' sand Luke's. I just have my own
style."
Shaq said.
paign.
In a world of increasing comHis
song's
beats
are
laid
back
His agent Leonard Armato exmercialism,
Shaq has staked his claim.
plained, "It was so unusual to see like the gangsta' rhythms, yet his mes.
sage
is
clearly
positive.
Where
many
Rather than riding the wave of popusomeonedosowell,atsomanythings,
larity and fitting thesuperthat the press didn't accept it. After a
starrnold, he is crafting his
while, facts outweighed fiction, and
own canvas, mold and
his performance was at the top level
sculpture. As the tattoo on
each night." ·
his right arm signifies,
The rap album, however, was
'The world is mine," and
not just an egocentric hobby to fill
as his lyrics roll, ''I got it
spare time. Magic peers look upon
made."
Shaq' s summer job as a legitimate
He's young, in deeffort at producing quality rap.
mand and doing it his way.
''He's very serious about his
Whether the elders underalbums. He puts too much time into it
stand, like it or not. he's
not to take it serious," forward Dennis
the choice of a new genScott said.
eration- a group of indiThe new album, Shaq Fu, Da
viduals that would like to
Retum,Iilayestablishhim on the music
have fun and be young,
scene as his sopl)ornore effort did on
whether some corporate
the court. Incorporating talented artis going to flip the
sponsor
ists such as the Wu-Tang Clan, Warbill or just making it hapren G and bringing back Def Jef and
pen on their own .
.Erick Sermon from SHAQ DIESEL,
''Idon'tdoanything
he has made major strides.
for money," Shaq said
The first album sampled many
rap music. Thepresslitintotheladlike of the patented West Coast riffs and
p oto/ WA
Y finnly.
predators on llnsuspecting prey.
' included a handful of basketball cli- Shaq does his 11 Shaquito 11 pose for
Though he hasn't
No one in the elder generation ches. This time around rn; tapped into the cameras at Hard Rock Cafe.
acknowledged
any
invitations to perform on
understocx:lhQwthisself-absorbedkid the personal background, such as his
could expect to succeed at so many parental problems, in ''Biological Fa- rap artists are cashing in on the drive- stage for the record label or promoters,
projects without sacrificing his inten-: ther."
by shootings and urban warfare, Shaq he has been known to grab a mike and
sity on the court. Exceeding the plati''I'm not bitter about anything. ha5 ·established himself as the role freestylein local clubs, notforrnoney,
num mark in album sales, he fell I'm just saying that if you bring a kid model for young listeners.
not for fame- just for fun.
just a few percentage points short of
Knicks, he washed away the physical pain of the NBA with a smile.
TheESPNhighlightreel was peeling across the monitor, featuring
the Orlando superstar dunking on
John Starks.
"I don't know about you,
but I look damn good on TV,"
Shaq commented.
After dominating the world of
sports in his rookie season, Shaq tried
his hand at acting and his second love,

•
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Tuesday

41 W. Church St. _
843-5825
.

NFL games on the big
screen with 20 oz NFL
DRAFT for $2.25
and 15¢ wings
Ladies Drink Free
2 f~r 1 for Every~ne
All Night Long!!!

Wednesday

photo/DEHOOG

•

Shaq dominating on the court last season in the NBA.

UNIVERSITY FLORAL & GIFT SHOPPE
University Palms Shopping Center
~~
4250 Alafaya Trail ,
cyyo<P
Suite 124
~o o/-~
Oviedo, Florida 32765 <V-'}~ ,. ...~<'\.
- (407) 366-1177
~y
v

Beat the Mid-Week

Blues~ ~

Cheer-Up A Friend or Loved One!
·

~

~

Send a Sunny Bouquet

+ • -~ DQ
8
'OJ
v
'""'

of

H(~:~!)aces
$12.50

Adda
"Smiley Face"

·Wednesday

............

©'

•

41 W. Church St.
843-6104
•

W-in.t•rp«rk:
~appy

Balloon for ~
'1\pses
$2.50
Corsages
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... (Exludes Wire Service and other Discounts)

Ladies Night with
Happy Hour Daiquiris
All Night Long!!!

Hour Mon-Fri 4-7pm

Wednesday

College Night with
Happy Hour
All Night!!!

Everyday: Buy 1 get 1 Daiquiri with College ID

.............
310 S. Park Ave
647-8719

•
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.Receive a pairtef~ passes to see the
premiere of 11t e·s.nta Clause" at
Fashion VillaQ"'~ lease stop by
the Future offi ~~ .,~ the UC7 Plaza
and pick/'
first ten

Will
post
Gu
Oerks

***
(outof4)
Rated ''R"
by DEREK KRAUSE
Axis film critic

With a raw look at convenience store boredom, Clerks rings
up the lives of two guys who are
mooching around a typical Quick
St-0p.
-A rough, low-budget debut
from director Kevin Smith, the film
is full of raunchy and tasteless dialogue that captures the essence of
casual, everyday conversation.
ThestoryfeaturesDante, who
works at the food store, and Randal,
an absentee video store employee
who spends most of his time whining about Dante's life.
Both of the characters are
deadbeats without a future, yet they
actually seem content with their

1

~

lives, even though they discuss nothing meaningful and complrun endlessly as their minds waste away in
a grocery store hell.
Clerks ' stupid humor manages to grow on you. In a dirty,
senseless kind of way, the movie is
actually inspirationally funny, especially in .the scenes that with a
mindless, hick-boy drug dealer.
Edgy as it is, the dialogue is a
little too choreographed, and, although the lingo is genuine, the tone
is slightly nerving and sometimes
monotonous with no-feeling at all.
The lackadaisical manner in
which the film is preSented-ascruffy
black and white flick with limited but
altering camera angles - adds to its
non-chalantappe.al and also adds depth
to its numbing.naturalism. · "
With its many ridiculous and
prolonged scenes, Clerks almostseems
pointless, but if you dig deeper, this
confusion simply reveals a clear and
satirical look at two losers.

Look to the Future for the Star
Trek Generations issue next
Thursday, and win passes,
posters, and oth~r Trekki~
items from Axis.
11

I>

•

•

USED
CD'S

11

TRADE-IN
CD'S

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
• STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
• INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, BLUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.
•

WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMAAVE. & 436 IN .T HE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER,. WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5

C.'
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A L L E
Scott Calvin
must become Santa.
· . No ifs or ands ••.
Just one
butt.

big

~~fsHEJP PICTURES
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.

SANTA CLAUsE
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'Unplugged In New York' possibly one of the best albums of 1994
It seemed a deranged
case of poetic justice when
Cobain, the lead guitarist,
songwriter and voice for
Nirvana as well as music in
the '90s, stole away from
the scene and the living
world last May when .he
plugged a shotgun's spray
into his temple. At 27, he
left behind more than just a
by SEAN PERRY
recorded memory. An inAxis editor
fant closes its innocent eyes
each night without the conMusic Television may be the single solations of a father, and a
most influential form of communications woman sleeps alone, a wifor our society, and it has been frequently dow.
used as the generational tab for our young
Responsibility never
community.
seemed to be Cobain's top
Often MTV is criticized by the priority. He neglected his
"alternative" kids for pulling a talented, dependents in favor of a
yet underground talent and splashing their needle and revolted against
name all over the "buzz clip" circuit. All those who hopped aboard
the original groupies are offended, and his electric train after "Teen
the masses tear at the new sound like Spirit." The irony of hl.s tale
vultures on a fresh corpse.
lies in the music that he wove together in
MTV's support of "Smells Like the last four years of his life. He became a
Teen Spirit" sold Kurt Cobain, Krist spokesperson for the angry and alone. His
Novoselic and Dave Groh] to the world, lyrics read a purpose into the lives of many
_and the punk revolution went into a tail- a lost adolescent. Over the course of a few
spin. Seattle clung to its local music scene months, it became cool in America's high
like a mother holding tight to the hand of schools, to be the long-haired, insecure,
her only son leaving for Vietnam. The submissive type. The big jock. image belast buzz product from the overcast and came the anti-Christ, and kids took to the
overgrown fishing village took his life at electric guitar like they flocked to.the "Fire"
the age of 27, after creating a legend pn in the '60s.
stage at Woodstock in '69 and on his six.
Cobain enlisted an agenda of responsistring witq Electric Ladyland and Axis bilities, including a nation of aimless youth.
Bold As Love, to mention a small sample. When successful album sales converted into

dire straits and a destructive atmosphere ensued, he sought a direction of his own. Rather
than take the chance of letting someone trip
over his loose cord, he pulled the plug, and
with it, his light ceas~d shining.
The last work of this influential artist
embodies everything that Cobain and Nirvana exemplified. The quiet, picking- lashes
into loud, angry cords without warning as
Cobain unleashes a scream, a plea ih "Where
Did You Sleep Last Night." The final track on.
the album reveals the anger and, more importantly, the fear that he faced each sunrise and
sunset.

On invitation, Curtap.d Chris Kirkwood
of the Meat Puppets sat in for eerily ·quiet .
renditions of "Oh Me," ''Plateau" and ''Lake
Of Fire," which included the deep interpretations of Lori Goldston on cello.
''Pennyroyal Tea" and "All ~pologies"
highlight the last studio release of Nirvana as
"About A Girl" incorporates Cobain's early
songwriting.
Whether you're a fan of the Sub Pop
days or just an appreciative listener, this may
be the most important contribution from the
troubled musician and possibly the best c~l
lection oflive music recorded in 1994.

I

Wah Wah·

James
(Mercury) .
A weekend with Brian Eno at Peter
Gabriel's Real World Studio and plenty of red
wine is what Wah Wah is all about. This latest
James creation was originally set to be released
a year ago at the same time as their last album,
Laid, but was delayed by the band.
Wah Wah is fully in;lprovisational and is
a fresh recording from these established Brits.
Producer Brian Eno helped James achieve this
experimental sound, and some of Eno's ideas
were later perfected on U2's Z.Ooropa, which
was actually recorded six months after Wah
Wah. Most of the album has an ambient mood,
but at times it turns upbeat with surreal vocals.
"AllbutthreepiecesofWah Wah are being born
as you hear them in an attempt to capture the
moment of creation spontaneously," says singer
Tim Booth.
Although}am es was worried about alienating their American audience with a different
sound, they will win many new listeners with
their innovative ways of musical expression.
• Pete Matchett

BoyzIIMen
II
(Motown)

Jam&Spoon

Dog Faced Hermans

Tripomatic Fairy Tdles 2001
(Epic)

(Alternative Tentacles)

Boyz JI Men are finally back, following
their smash CD, Cooleyhighharmony, and ifyou
like smooth R&B ballads that would make
$ylvester Stallone shed a tear, you'll love this.
Once again the S<H:alled nerds ofR&B strike an
emotional chord with their first release, ''I'll
Make Love To You."
If you don't want to reminisce about past
loves with the Boyz, then don't listen to tracks
9-13 because they are all just that. "On Bended
Knee," is their latest release, and it's already
steadily climbing the charts. They also do a
remake of the Beatles "Yesterday," in which
they use every vocal talent they possess.
There is the occasional pop attempt like,
'Thank You," but mostly they stick to a successful slow-jam game plan.

Emerging form the depths of the current
underground techno scene, Germany's Jam &
Spoon consists of two talented music makers,
Jam El Mar and Mark Spoon. On their first full
LP and major label deQut, they take you on a
hypnotic journey into brilliant, electronic dance
music.
Jam &Spoon create a trance sound fused
with tribal and ambient undertones. The results
range from their beautiful masterpiece "Stella"
to club fave ''Right.In The Night (FaII In Love In
Music)" to the deep, dark ''Earth Spirit."
Many of the tracks start with a single
sound as layer upon layer is added, gradually
building into a beat-driven high before slowly
going back down. It'll leave any listener breathless, emotionally and physically.

• DJ Swanee Z

• Corbett Trubey

••

r---~----,
Subs & Salads

The Deep Buds

Do you have relatives that come over and
just won't leave? Despair no more, Alternative
Tentacles has released your solution. The Dog
Faced Hermans are to be played at full blast
while you serve tea and crumpets and rave about
this band. Say you think these guys are the
greatest - Your relatives won't be back!
The Dog Faced Hermans have put out
some of the most trippy, chaotic music, yet it's
full on, horn driven, percussion-laced coffee
house music. It's kind ofjazzy with some good
guitar work, and the lyrics are really abstract but
artistically done; they deal with some heavy
subjects such as abortion and the My Lai massacre in Vietnam.
Killer tunes include "Keep Your Laws
Off My Body" and "H Tribe," but the rest of it
gets too crazy ~ven for me.
•JeffHunt

c
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Houston Symphony adds culture to Bob Carr schedule
D

OC~A brings full

orchestra to Orlando.
by RICHARD AGSTER

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Axis arts critic

age 14 with Riccardo Muti and the
Philadelphia Orchestra. Immediately, he went on to appear with
orchestras across the world and to
become one of the world's leading violinists. He has performed
with the likes of the New York
Philharmonic, Boston Symphony,
Chicago Symphony, London Philharmonic-, and the Montreal Sym-

The only chance this season
to see a full 100-piece orchestra
will be this Sunday in the Bob
Carr Auditorium.
The Houston
Symphony, under the direction
of Christoph
Eschenbach, will
perform works of
Bernstein and
Bartok. Also featured on the program is the
Brahms Violin
Concerto in D
Major, played by
Joshua Bell, a
young American
violinist who has
already proven
himself internationally.
photo/HOUSTON SYMPHONY
The Houston Symphony is Cristoph Eschenbach conducts the
one of America's Houston Symnphony
major symphony
orchestras. Since 1913, this sym- phony and. records exclusively
phony has grown under the direc- with the London/Decca label.
The.Orlando Celebrity Contion of.such important conductors
as Leopold Stokowski and Andre - cert Association is a volunteer orPrevin. It currently records with ganization, founded to bring CenVirgin Classics while maintain- tral Florida concerts by the greating a busy schedule at home and est classical musicians in the
on tour abroad.
world. OCCA' s mission is to make
Joshua Bell began his pro- these concerts available to the
fessional performance career at broadest possible audience. To

(OF WEST PALM BEACH)

SPECIALIZED A.S. DEGREES IN:

•CULINARY ARTS
•INS
ONAL BAKING & PASTRY
• A.C.F. ACCREDITED 18 MONTH PROGRAM
•JOB PLACEMENT AND FINANCIAL AID
• INFO: ALBF;RT IR~G, .(407) 366-0961

J(aplan and get
a h1gtler score...

,_ CAt
More students take K~plan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why. ·

1 ~soo-KAP-TEST
.
'

KAPLAN

The P~nswer to the test question

photo/LAWRENCE IVY

Joshua Bell, young American violinist, has established
himself internationally.

Join us in building
a healthier community
Attend the·
·Orange Juice Forum-

FLORIDA CULINARY INSTITUTE

'take

achieve this, the concerts are affordable, with further discounts
for students and free tickets for
the disabled, nursingiretirement
home occupants, minorities and
public school children. OCCA is
also involved in the community
with activities including scholarship awards and free musicales.
In OCCA's 10 years, concerts
have included such world-class artists
as James Galway, Bella Davidovich,
Yehudi Menuhin, Leona Mitchell,
Kathleen Battle, Samuel Ramey, The
Vienna Choir Boys and the American
Indian Dance Theatre.
Don't miss this truly cultural
opportunity. Through the efforts of
OCCA, a full symphony orchestra
will visit Central Florida. The Houston Symphony andJoshuaBell should
provide a wondyrful evening and a
memorable experience.
The concert will be Sunday,
Nov. 13, at 7 p.m. For mor~ information, call OCCA at 896-2451.

"Visions of a Healthy Community"
'

I

with Guest Speaker
Dr. Leland Kaiser
Tuesday, November 15
from 7:3.0 -9 a.m.
at the Expo Centre
Complimentary Continental
Breakfast
and Free admission
If you are interested call
823-2191 and sign up
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Get Right Guard®Sport Stick.

.

Or Right Guard Pure_Power Clear Gel.
Choose the powerful stick that fights off odor and wetness all day.
Six fragrances, one goal: maximum protection. Or get Right Guard
·power in a crystal clear gel. Leaves no messy residue or flaky
white stuff. So clear, it protects invisibly.

1)

I)

Anything le.s s would be uncivilized.
')

•
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one keeps Andre Rison without a
reception two weeks in a row.

•

•
•

Game Reviews
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•Chicago Bears at Miami
Dolphins. The Dolphins won a
tight game against the Colts last
week, the kind the old Dolphins
would have lost. The Fins are one
of the top teams in the AFC, but
look up the Bills Super Bowl
record over the last few years to
see how much that matters. Not
that the Bears are as good as the
Cowboys, but they'll make it a
close game.
•Tampa Bay Buccaneers at
Detroit Lions. The Lions have
been slouching lately, but no one
slouches enough to lose to the
Yucs twice in the same season.
With Mitchell out and Dave Krieg
in they Lions should ~oll. If you
lose to the Yucs twice in a season
don't they expel you from the
league for a season?
•Arizona Cardinals at N.Y.
Giants. The Cardinals looked great
and then terrible. So just for that
reason I'll say take the Giants. I'm
telling you, the G-Men have to
win eventually. This should be a
pretty crummy game.
•AtlaniaFalcons at New Orleans Saints. The Falcons took out
the Chargers last week in a mild
upset that Jason Swancey called
correctly - that guy knows his
football! The Saints have actual1y
been playing football lately as
well. Falcons will win because no

,r--------~--~-------,
.
Picks
1

getting healthy once again too. I
can't even decide in this one. But
if a bookie were to put a gun to my
l•Bears at Dolphins(-7)
head, I'd say Dallas will win.
1Jason: Fins 24-13 over

•Cleveland Browns at Philadelphia Eagles. The Browns, as
truly great as they are, admittedly
•L.A. Raiders at L.A. Rams.
have gone 7-2 against a pansy The L.A. matchup has finally arschedule. However this week it rived, and the only people who
gets real tough against a Philly really care are the people in L.A.
team that is a mite tougher than The Raiders seemed to have misthe Patriots team the Brownies placed theiroffense, and the Rams
beat up on last week. Browns will aren't going to let them find it.
have a gut check this week, and The Raiders will win , but. don't
they'll probably come up empty. ·look for Mr. Bettis to settle for
under 100 yards.
•Houston Oilers at Cincinnati Bengals. The Oilers almost
•N.Y. Jets at Green Bay
beat the Steelers last week in over- Packers. The Jets surprised the
time, but that's not a real feat. The Bills last week, but don't look for
Bengals are another team entirely the Packers to get caught sleepwith former East Carolina star ing. ThePackshould beat Boomer,
[UCF's opponent this week], Jeff because Reggie White will probBlake at quarterback. This a race ably be lying on top of him.
for the bottom of the AFC Central, and the Bengals will win it.
•Seattle Seahawks at Denver Broncos. The matchup of two
•Minnesota Vikings at New teams on the decline. The Hawks
England Patriots. The Vikings look awful lately, and Mirer seems
have perhaps the best defense in to have peaked already last seathe NFL, and the Patriots have a son. The Broncos have Shannon
great offense. ButI'Jl have to give Sharpe and John Elway, who
the edge to the experience and knows what happened to Anthony
Wan-en Moon over Drew Bledsoe Miller. Hawks will win a game
in this one.
that interests few.

Bears ,
1
Justin: Fins 28-17 over
1
Bears
l•Bucs at Lions(-9)
IJason: Lions 21-7 over Yucs
IJustin: Lions 20-10 over
IYucs
l•Cards at Giants(-2)
IJason: Giants 20-10 over
1cards
Cards 20-10 over
1Justin:
Giants
I.Falcons at Saints(-2.5)
IJason: Falcons 28-24 over
IAint's
IJustin: Aint's 28-24 over
IFalcons
l•Browns at Eagles(-6)
1Jason: Philly 17-10 over
Brownies
1
Justin: Philly 21·14 over
1
- Brownies .
I-oilers at Bengals(+1)
IJason: Cats 23-16 over Oil
IJustin: Oil 18-14 over Cats
l•Vikes at Pats(+3.5)
I.Jason: Vikes 34-28 over

Pats
I
Justin: Vikes 28-10 over
I
Pats
I
•Chargers at Chiefs(-3.5)
·I
Jason: Chiefs 27-17 over
I
Bolts
Justin: Chiefs 17-13 over
1
1
Bolts
•Boys at Niners(3.5)
I
Jason: Boys 31-28 over
I
Niners
I
Justin: Niners 28-21 over
I
Boys
I
•Raiders at Rams( +3)
I
Jason: Raiders 18-13 over I
Rams
I
Justin: Rams 20-1 O over
Raiders
I
•Jets at Packers(-6.5)
I
Jason: Pack 34-24 over Jets I
Justin: Pack 27-17 over Jets I
I
•Hawks at Broncos(-6)
Jason: Broncos 24-12 over I
Hawks
I
Justin~ Broncos 24-17 over I
Hawks
•Bills at Steelers
I
Jason: Bills 28-10 over Steel I
Justin: Bills 17-14 over Steell

~-------------------~

•San Diego Chargers at Kansas City Chiefs. The Chiefs defense is stepping up. Last week .
they shut down the Raiders 13-3,
to m~e up for their anemic offense. The Chargers are stumbling
•Buffal0 Bills at Pittsburgh
without their QB, Stan Humphries. Steelers. The Bills can't possibly
Ifhedoesn't.play, they won't win. play that bad two weeks in a row.
If he does, they will!
The Steelers have.been struggling
ever since Barry Foster went
•Dallas Cowboys at San down, even though Barn Morris
Francisco 49ers. The Niners have has been putting in admirable perbeen getting stronger every week formances.
as the offensive line gets healthier.
Thurman will have a great
Steve Young has been throwing at game. He'll have to witn the in-a 75 percent clip lately.and seems jury to Andre Reed last week.
unstoppable. The Cowboys are Take the Bills in this one.

Monday Nighter
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NBA~

T·Shirt Mail-In Form

I TO RECEIVE YOUR OFFICIALLY LICENSED NBA® I ·
I
I T-SHIRT, A$15.00 VALUE,

•

Buy Schick· sr; the'llnly disposable razor with
One-Push Cleaning lor a Closer, Saler, Better
shave· and get an ollicially licensed NBA" T-shirt.
•versus Gllette Good Newae lleglD', r

and mce for Sensitive SkiL

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

•

•

R~ar

50~
Clean razor.
Clean shave.™

46-037-A
RETAILER We will pay you 101 tt'e la:e value plus
Be provided yoo and consumer have complied
~•tn oiler Vo1a •llere proh1b1ted. ta•ed 01

§§Ei:r.~l;

I •
I
I •
I
I •
I
I
I
I •

BUY:

One Cl) Schick• ST'" or Personal Toucli•
Slim 5's or 1O's, or larger pack.
CUP:
This NBA• T-shirt mall-In lorm and one (1)
proof ol purchase UPC symbol from the back
ol the 5's or10's or larger paek.
WRITE: Your check or money order tor 83.95
payable to: NBA T-shirt Oller (Do not send
cash. Price includes postage and handRng.)
One T-shirt per malling address.
MAIL: This completed mail-in lorm with your proof
of purchase and payment to:

I

NBA T-shirt Offer
P.O. Box 5Dn

I

Offer expires Janua1y 31 1995 or while supplies i.ss

:

Name~----P,ease-~·m-c-,~-,y------

EXPIRES 1/31/95

I
I
I
I
I

:;"~~~~ I Dublin, VA 24084·5Dn
II' 1O's

or larger pack

I
22837

1 Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
I

II City - - - - - - -State - - - I Zip
I

~ ;~n;~~·=d=-..~=~~:-.::~~~..~::.

CMS Dept 12546. 1 fil\\re!I D1 Del Ric TX
I hml1ed OfleiQOOC!or. mUSA.atl!lUSmihtaryoasesaveisea:; Vota..nareprool1.ted AJ ~6-&~ /
76840 Hot for use with other otters.
1 2 5 4 7 4 00 5O ..J..:
7 lo! _______________
processing OFFER EXPIRES 113ti95
ahool lllis
Plf<lSe
1..m-648-002
_______________________________
_ _J
5
WeellayS (7 45 .m-4 :lJ pm EST•
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Senior volleyball player has found a new home at UCF
D Kirsten Niedung
hopes to help the
Golden Knights
family get their wish:
a trip to the NCAA
tournement.
by GEORGE MAY
Staff writer

\

This time last year, one of
UCF' s star outside hitters, Kirsten
Niedung, was playing unhappily
for the University of South
Florida. She struggled in their
program for three years until the
internal conflicts were finally too
much.
Over the summer, she transferred to UCF to complete her
senior year. It is on UCF' s new
volleyball court thatNiedung now
happily plants her feet.
Transferring as a senior can
be a difficult move for any ath-.
Jete. The player has to adjust to a
whole new philosophy of coaching and style of play for the team.
Inevitably, there are problems because. the new player can push
someone out who is next in line
for a starting position.

This hasn't been a pr~blem
for Niedung, though, because she
fits right into the tight family-like
atmosphere of UCF' s volleyball
team and has gained acceptance
throughout.
'1n preseason, we did a lot of
things to become one, and I think we
have that. We stick together, and it
shows when we get in a pressure
situation," Niedung said about the
team unity.
Judging by the accolades
Niedung has earned this season~ she
seems very happy within the mechanical structure of the team.
Last month, she won the Virginia Commonwealth tourney MVP,
along with the Trans-America Athletic Conference player of the week.·
Before that, she earned all-tourney
at the New Orleans Invitational.
Niedung has also been a major factor in UCF' s undefeated
record in the TAAC conference this
season.
"She is an invaluable player,"
women's volleyball coach Laura
Smith said. "She has been a wonderful replacement of the senior outside hitters that left last season," she
added
On the court, Niedung is a
strong outside hitter with a fierce
SOLARES/Future
serve. She is a physical competitor,
Kirsten Niedung has spiked her TAAC opponents all season. · not as demonstrative as the flam-

UCF Rugby d~ Southern Mississippi for a playoff spot
by LEO RICHOLSON
Staff writer

The Golden Knights then
took the ensuing kickoff and battered their way down the field,
On Saturday, another team scoring again in a wide open phase
learned what Florida rugby teams . of the ganie. This time it was
have always known. UCF rugby Calvert to the left side, but the
is a force to be reckoned with. conversion was missed, and UCf
After defeating the lJniversity of pushed their lead to 12-0. The
Miami and the Univ:ersity of pace of the game slowed down
Florida for the state champion- after that, with a couple of kicks
ship in the spdng, the UCF rugby out of b_onds and a penalty kick
team beat UF, 27-10, and UM, 39- which USM took advantage of to
7, this fall to reaffirm their su;/eri-give a lineout [the team in possesority.
sion puts the ball into play] five
yards from the goal.
·
UCF was set to play in t
Southeastern Regional Cha piUSM got the ball to their
onship in Mobile, Alabama. How- inside center, who was tackled,
ever, the play-off system was butrolledeffectivelyenoughaway
amended Oct. 26. This gave South- that he didn't have to release the
em Mississippi, the runner-up in ball. He sprang up and fought his
~he Deep South territory, a chance
way into the try [end] zone, narto challenge UCF for its playoff rowing the margin to 12-7. The
berth.
Golden Knights scored again,
It was sunny, hot and windy roughly 26 minutes into the half,
at game time. USM elected to re- with Moore racing down the right
ceive the kick, and UCF elected to side from behind the forwards. ·
go against the wind, saving the This m'ade the score 17-7.
The final score of the half
advantage for a strong second half
surge. Within five minutes, the came when USM intercepted the
dominating play of the UCF for- ball and their outside center had
wards and the discerning eye of clear sailing into the end zone,
flyhalf Mark Calvert led to a score cutting the gap significantly, 17by Jim Moore, his first of two on 14.
The second half was a tothe day. Calvert made the convertally
different
ball game. During
sion, and UCF led 7-0.

their 10 minute break, UCF de- all star center Jason Williams, with
cided that they would take advan- severely bruised ribs, which he
tage of USM' s earnest attempt to sustained last weekend against
stop their running game. Instead · UM. Flanker Chris Vassel was
of crashing [running hard at the also out because, as a Valencia
defender], the focus was on kick- student, he plays in Florida.terriing to open space and chasing the tory games only.
"That's the key to this team
ball. That's how the sec_ond half
could be described - generally - our depth, our ability to .have
Calvert kicking and chasing, with someone ready to step up and play,"
centers Todd Lachey and Ted said co-captain Dave Anderson.
Players in the second game
Gorman right along with him. Using this tactic, most of the second who did notably well included Kurt
half was played in the visitor's . Johnson and Joachim Wiese at the
forward spots and William Dedelowend of the field:
Due to a couple of key de- and Matt Martin in the backs.
"These second side victories
fensive stops, USM was able to
hold UCF to only three more demonstrate not only the power of
scores. Rothwell scored in the UCF Rugby, but the depth of the
corner, Craig Lukavec scored on a team as well," said team captain
quick pick-up from a five meter Mark Trembly.
UCF now heads to Mobile on
scrum, and flanker Keith ·White
scored after making a remarkable Nov. 19 to play LSU for the first
interception on a humming line game of the Southeast playoffs. If
drive kick, which a USM back they win, they'll play for the chamintended to punt out of play. The pionship Sunday, Nov. 20.
The winner of the Southeast
final score was 32-14 in favor of
will come to Orlando on Dec. 3 to
the Golden Knights.
What made the win even play in the Eastern Region Finals.
more satisfying wa_s that UCF did Sunday, Dec. 4 willfeature the men's
so without two of its longtime A &B championships, as well as the
starters. Second team All-Ameri- collegiate final.
can prop Rich Germann watched
Mark Calvert also contribfrom the sideline with a pinched
nerve, as did three-time Florida uted to this article.

boyantMiriamMetzcus, but a leader
just the same.
"What has impressed me the
most about Kirsten since I first saw
her is how physical she is on the
court," Smith said. "She is not afraid
to swing hard at balls. She works
very hard at her game."
Niedung is an education major and wants to teach at the secondary level, but not before she tries her
hand at professional beach volleyball first.
Niedung said, "That's one of
the greatest things about transferring to UCF, because Laura has
been all around - She's been national champion, she's been on the
pro circuit, and she has the connections to help me. She is a wonderful
coach."
As for post-season aspirations, Niedung, as well as the rest of
the team, is shooting for a bid to the
NCAA playoffs. They have a good
shot at it because they are still undefeated in their -TAAC conference
games, and Smith keeps chalking
up more wins weekly.
With the pride in UCF that
Niedung and the volleyball team
has, the team feels that there is no
reason they can't follow in the footsteps oflast years men's basketball
team and ·take UCF to another
NCAA bid.
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Women's Soccer
comes up short
in NCAA bid
by ANDREW VARN ON
~~!istant ~orts ~c_l_i~?__r~----------

Despite aTrans-AmericaAthlet.ic Conference championship. the
Golden Knights did not receive one
of the 24 invitations to play in the
NCAA posbeason tournament.
Coach Karen Richter might
have seen this coming. What the
Golden Knights could not foresee
was who would get invited in their
place, North Carolina State.
''So much for head-to-head
competition," said Richter. UCF
defeated NC State· in the second
game of the season. 4-2.
Three teams UCF lost to
this season earned herths: Duke,
Massachusetts and Connecticut.
However, Southern Methodist,
whose 4-1 win over UCF was perhaps the reason why the Golden
Knights fell short, will stay home
without a nod from NCAA.
With the seasons heing over
for both teams. look for season
wrap-up articles on hoth men· sand
women's soccer to appear in future
issues.
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Glimpse at the Golden Knights
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at East Carolina, Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
CJr(Q)§§ =C lillfill~ry: NCAA South Regional meet at Furman University, Saturday.
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